WINDOW BROCHURE

There is more to a window than meets the eye.

German uPVC Profiles
for Windows and Doors

Advantage uPVC
The advent of uPVC as a material for making window and door profiles has
presented consumers a range of benefits. Consumers can enjoy complete
comfort, something they are robbed of by aluminum and wooden profiles.
Moreover, uPVC has helped modern day doors and windows evolve
beyond the standard shapes and designs.

Windows are responsible
for a comfortable living space
Windows are more than just a connector between the outside world and
the interiors of your house. Internally, windows provide safety and
protection, and create a distinct living atmosphere. Externally, windows
are the outward face of a house. Earlier, with aluminum and wooden
profiles, there wasn't much of a choice, and every house had windows of
standard shapes and designs. With the emergence of uPVC, endless
possibilities have opened up. Now there's more to a window than meets
the eye.
uPVC, with its wide range of features and functionalities, gives you a
complete comfort-living experience. For instance, imagine there's a
raucous procession passing by your house and you've just returned from
a tiring day, looking to get some much needed rest. uPVC profiles, unlike
aluminum and wooden profiles, offer complete noise proofing.
With a range of designs and colors to choose from, uPVC windows lend
your house a character.
You could match your windows with your style and give your house a
unique look. In other words, your windows can give your house an
identity. uPVC also enhances living comfort by providing heat insulation
and saving on valuable energy. uPVC windows are weather-proof and
require, practically, no maintenance.

Quality
Unlike aluminum and wood, uPVC gives complete cooling when an air
conditioner is on; there is no outflow of cold air through the window. In
addition, uPVC enables better heat insulation that further ensures good
cooling. uPVC also keeps noise completely out. And that's not all. The
consumers today can choose a design they prefer and uPVC profiles can
match their style. uPVC has opened up the possibilities of a variety of
shapes, sizes, colors and designs.

Safety
uPVC windows offer increased safety and protection against burglary and
fire.

Environment protection
uPVC as a material is truly environmental friendly. It helps conserve
energy.

Longevity
uPVC is a superior material that offers robust construction. Its low
maintenance nature, coupled with attractive designs and textures (it
doesn't even require painting!), makes it a desirable choice for discerning
consumers.

Architectural Benefits
1. Different shapes and designs that
enhance the architectural finesse
The shape of a window plays an important role in
determining the overall look and feel of a house's
architecture. For instance, huge windows make the
atmosphere inside the house brighter and friendlier, making even small
rooms seem large. Earlier, due to lack of choice, architectures had to settle
for standard designs. However, modern window technology allows one to
do a lot more with their architecture.

Window bars can change the impression of a window. The stylish and
elegant window bars from VEKA add to the overall attractiveness of the
window.
Rules for sectioning of the window area for a harmonic overall impression:
q
For all windows and doors, make you shall choose a universal format

of the bars
q
Panel format sectioning let windows seem higher and smaller and

thereby lighter
q
Landscape format sectioning accentuate the width of windows

2. Colored Windows

uPVC windows offer a wide variety of window designs for modern
architecture.
Windows with Sash
q
Rounded Arc
q
Pivoted Window
q

Now add some color to your life! VEKA windows come
in a wide variety of colors, patterns and finishes that
will make you go wow with amazement.
q
Plain white profiles
q
Wooden finish available in three varieties - Light Oak, Dark Oak and

VEKA designs meet all the objective principles of the graphic design
that make the architecture impeccable:

Mahagony

Symmetry and Balance
q
Unity and Emphasis of Lines
q
Form and Area
q

More than 38 years. More than 30 countries.

3. Optimal insulation for new and
renovated Buildings
Windows and doors play a vital role in heat insulation
of the house. This helps in conserving energy.
Aluminum and wooden profiled windows and doors
are poor insulators; 50% of all energy is lost because of aluminum and
wooden profiled windows and doors.
uPVC windows, with high technological standards and inherent
properties, offer superior insulation values. VEKA uPVC profiles have
multi-chambers technology. VEKA windows and doors keep airconditioned cool air inside during summers and trap the warm air in
winters.
The advantages you derive from optimal insulation offered by VEKA uPVC
windows and doors are:
Natural living comfort
q
Energy utilization
q
Reduced Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emission
q
For old houses, windows and doors are a major problem area. Modern
uPVC windows have evolved and are made up of multi chamber profiles.
Moreover, old wooden windows, with isolation glass, have U Value* of
2,8W/m²K, with only single glass U Value of 4,8 W/m²K, while windows
made of VEKA profiles with same glass have U Value 1,3 W/m²K.
*U Value stands for thermal transfer and shows how good/ bad a part of
construction insulates. It says how fast/ how much heat a window
transfers from within. U Value of a window consists of three single
values: window profiles, glass and glass connector.

4. Noise stays outside
There are days when you want to spend some quality
time at home or have an important meeting in office,
but the noise from outside promises to
ruin your plans. In addition, it is a proven fact that
too much noise is harmful to your health. Aluminum

and wooden profiles often let you down by failing to keep the noise out.
This is one area where uPVC offers a distinct advantage.
uPVC keeps all the noise out completely, giving you comfort within your
four walls. VEKA windows made of uPVC profiles have innately good
sound isolation properties. They are more effective against noise
insulation due to the use of special glass.

5. Certainly safe
We at VEKA understand that safety is one of your foremost
concerns. Your home is your own and should be safe. We
understand your desire to protect your family and hence we
place utmost emphasis on safety and security. High quality
windows and doors are very important in ensuring security.
Key considerations include:
Lockable handles
q
Reinforced glazing beads
q
Reinforced fittings
q
Reinforced frame construction
q
Security glass
q
Optimized fire protection
q
Precise installation
q
At VEKA, we have formulated construction guidelines, with special focus
on security. Our windows made of uPVC meet the basic configuration.
They have steel reinforcement in sash and frame that maintains high
security standards.
Security levels can be attained with:
Special fittings
q
Security glass with foil in middle
q
Additional locking devices
q

6. Always in good shape
uPVC is inherently a low maintenance material. Add to
that VEKA's expertise ensuring:
Stability of profiles
q
Expert fabrication
q
Accurate installation
q

Seal against beating rain: Security level against the intrusion of water to
the inner side. VEKA profiles can be installed up to 100m high buildings.
Wind resistance: Measurement of air, that will go through (in defined
timeline) sash and frame regarding different air pressures. Windows are
approved for installation heights of 8m, 20m and 100m.
Corner weld strength: Measurement for the stability of frame
construction. VEKA profiles with strong multi-chamber technology are
built for high forces/ weight.

…and you get windows that last a lifetime with perfect functionality with
practically no maintenance. Its weather-proof nature and attractive
designs and colors that eliminate the need for painting, add to the low
maintenance feature of VEKA uPVC windows.
Windows have to withstand a lot of external as well as internal rigors.
uPVC windows made of VEKA profiles are build to stand the enormous
exposure. The windows are durable having a flush surface that is hygienic
and easy to clean.

7. Proven quality
In line with international standards, VEKA profiles undergo a
stern quality test. The profiles are subject to continuous
internal and external controls. Only after undergoing this
stringent quality measure do the profiles get a VEKA seal.

8. Technology in profiles
Technical features of window profiles are
determined by IST geometry. This measures the
dimension and shape of cross-section as well as a
profile with multi-chambers with different sizes.
In earlier days, uPVC windows had only one chamber. As newer possibilities
were explored, it was realized that multi-chamber profiles filled with air
offer better value for noise and heat insulation. This resulted in increase of
profile technology to 2, 3 and even 5 chambers.
Another important element to determine the quality is the construction
depth of the profile.
q
Construction depth is the distance between the inner side and the

VEKA profiles meet stringent quality standards like rain-proof, wind
resistance, corner weld strength and others.

outer side of the whole profile
q
Thicker the profile, better the stability and insulation

Just what every dream home needs.

The Product Range
CASEMENT

SPECIAL

Windows

Windows

AD50 Casement Window (Outward Openable) System
AD58 Casement Windows (Outward Openable) System
AD50 Casement Window (Inward Openable) System
AD58 Casement Windows (Inward Openable) System

K-LINE Vertical Sliding Window System

Doors
AD58 Casement Doors (Inward Opening) System
AD58 Casement Doors (Outward Opening) System

SLIDING
Windows
2 Track
SL58 Sliding Window System (2 Track)
SL73 Sliding Window System (2 Track)
3 Track
SL58 Sliding Window System (3 Track)

Doors
2 Track
SL73 Sliding Door System (2 Track)
SL73 Sliding Door System (2 Track)
3 Track
SL73 Sliding Door System (3 Track)

Doors
SL153 Lift & Sliding Door System

Installation & Service
A window can meet your requirements of functionality, safety and design
when it is planned, constructed and installed professionally and with
immaculate precision, as that of a craftsman.

Features :
Multiple
q

chamber system design enhances heat and
sound insulation properties

VEKA helps you right from imagination to execution. After you have
selected your design, your shape, your color and all, VEKA Partners will
install the windows for you. We have partners who have undergone expert
professional training to install the windows flawlessly.

It is capable of accommodating different glass thickness
q

For more information and/ or to find a local fabricator, visit www.veka.in

Profile section and thickness are designed to minimize
q

Applications & Features

through the use of different sized glazing beads from the
VEKA range
fabrication wastage and reduce window cost
Galvanized steel reinforcement of thickness > 2.0 mm
q
imparts optimum stability to the system

Applications :
Suitable for use in residential developments, commercial buildings,
factories, showrooms and hotels. Provides an alternative to conventional
casement systems. The systems' compliance to various performance
specific criteria makes it an ideal first choice in current construction
market.

Main profile wall thickness is fully compliant to technical
q
specifications as set forth in European standards, EN
12608
Color foil lamination processes can be applied to the profile
q
systems to satisfy the aesthetical needs for color coordinated
windows in a development

For homes and offices that leave everyone spellbound!
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